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Jnaneshvari is a commentary on The Bhagavad Gita completed in 1290 AD by the poet-saint Jnaneshvar. It is a title in the Indian translation series of the United National Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
This book examines the complete Ganesh for the first time. Here is the God in his multiple forms from the different geographical areas in Asia. Particularly important are chapters that deal with his
Buddhist and Tantric forms. The controversial question of his origins is also thoroughly discussed.
About the life of Sri Ganesa.
The Gita in Pictures
Ganesha's Sweet Tooth
Ganesh
'Photos of the Gods'
Youth and Global Harmony
Sri Ganesha Purana

In Colour These tiny treasures of metaphysical and mythological knowledge serve as enlightening rubrics for understanding Indian tradition and theology. Exquisitely illustrated, this series
serves as a contemporary matrix for illuminating our human experience and offers insightful access into Eastern spirituality. In India, statues of Ganesh are placed at the inner-gates of
many temples, symbolizing his role as a keeper of sacred spaces. Here, pilgrims and passersby pay homage and seek his blessings. It is this symbolic presence at the entrance of our most
holy places that makes Ganesh such a vital figure in our lives. Stationed at the threshold of sacredness and awareness, mediating between the possibility of the profound and our often
habitual, mundane perception of the world, Ganesh is the guiding force behind this very moment of experience – where desire meets possibility. Ganesh: Removing the Obstacles offers
practical and meaningful interpretations of folk narratives and sacred texts concerning the larger-than-life elephant-headed god, Ganesh. James H. Bae is a practitioner of both Hindu and
Buddhist yoga systems. For years Bae has lived in India investing himself in his spiritual study and training as a monk. His primary areas of study include Oriental medicine, Hindu and
Buddhist art, and Eastern philosophy and culture.
This publication is a detailed study of the 14th - 16th century Thai ceramic wares that played a role in the local Buddhist, Brahman and Animist religious ceremonies, approached from an art
historical point of view. It also establishes the degree of interaction between the many cultures that influenced the form, design, function and usage of these wares, and draws on the
underlying historic, religious and stylistic linkages with India, China, Sri Lanka, Burma Cambodia and other parts of Southeast Asia. A background to the history, politics and cultural
practices of Thailand introduces the subject, followed by a systematic analysis of the Thai products. Throughout the study, comparisons are made with other Asian cultures, decorative styles
and chronology, all of which add further dimensions to a hitherto relatively unexplored art form. This voluminous and painstaking research was undertaken by the authors over a period of
twenty years, inspired by their personal interest in the subject. The resultant major reference work on Thai ecclesiastical ceramics has had the help of many international museum curators,
archaeologists, collectors and dealers. The authors have had access to practically all known major collections around the world, many of which have not been published before. Aided by over
830 photographs, maps and specially commissioned line drawings, the subject is explicitly illustrated, compiled and discussed in great detail. By drawing these different aspects together,
this major study should appeal equally to collectors, researchers and those with a wider interest in the rich religious and cultural life of the area. Book jacket.
Responding to the yearnings of the people of East Africa for His grace, Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba made a divine visit to that place by leaving Mumbai on 30th June, 1968. Sri. N. Kasturi,
who was one of the fortunate few to have basked in His divine sunshine during that visit, has brought out this booklet, 'The Light Of Love', in two parts. In the first part, he has given a
vivid narration of the places graced by Bhagawan, covering the whole tour, starting from the gathering at Mumbai airport, on 30th June, 1968, till Bhagawan's return on 15th June, 1968,
before an assembly of 20,000 eagerly awaiting devotees, including Dr. K. M. Munshi, at the same airport. The author has narrated the tour in such a way that the reader can have the feeling
of having visited the places with Bhagawan. The author has also given a couple of responses received from the people of that region, after the return of Bhagawan, to show how Bhagawan's
divine visit had impressed that people of East Africa. The second part consists of seven discourses that Bhagawan gave in Nairobi, Kampala and one interactive session with the fortunate
lawyers, doctors, Rotarians, and Lion club members of that place and during which Bhagawan was kind enough to answer and clear their doubts.
Bio-inspired Neurocomputing
Shri Ganesh
Parliamentary Debates
Vol. XXXIX. No. 41 ( 20 OCTOBER, 1974 )
Gita Today - a diferent perspective (Ed 2009)
Italy
"Akashvani" (English) is a programme journal of ALL INDIA RADIO, it was formerly known as The Indian Listener. It used to serve the listener as a bradshaw of broadcasting ,and give listener the useful
information in an interesting manner about programmes, who writes them, take part in them and produce them along with photographs of performing artists. It also contains the information of major changes
in the policy and service of the organisation. The Indian Listener (fortnightly programme journal of AIR in English) published by The Indian State Broadcasting Service, Bombay, started on 22 December,
1935 and was the successor to the Indian Radio Times in English, which was published beginning in July 16 of 1927. From 22 August ,1937 onwards, it used to published by All India Radio, New Delhi. From
1950,it was turned into a weekly journal. Later, The Indian listener became "Akashvani" (English ) w.e.f. January 5, 1958. It was made fortnightly journal again w.e.f July 1,1983. NAME OF THE JOURNAL:
AKASHVANI LANGUAGE OF THE JOURNAL: English DATE, MONTH & YEAR OF PUBLICATION: 20 OCTOBER, 1974 PERIODICITY OF THE JOURNAL: Weekly NUMBER OF PAGES: 52 VOLUME NUMBER: Vol. XXXIX. No. 41 BROADCAST PROGRAMME
SCHEDULE PUBLISHED (PAGE NOS): 17-50 ARTICLE: 1. Memorable Events 2. Lokamqanya Tilak and His Scholarship 3. India In English Literature 4. Associate Status for Sikkim 5. Plastic Surgery 6. Crow-Catching
AUTHOR: 1. K. L. Sharma 2. G. P. Pradhan 3. Dr. Nalini Shetty 4. P. Vishwanath 5. Dr. P. B. Sulakhe 6. T. G. Srinivasan KEYWORDS : 1. The.Mahatma and the Photographer,The Road to Gilgit,In Rain and Sleet
2. Pakistani Blankets,The Close Brush Tigress,The Gigantic Ankor Vat,The Gold Musuem At Bagota. 3. Blessing in Disguise,Rare Insight 4. Impeded Understanding,Painter of Indian Life,Baffling Mystery,
Partial Answer. 5.Clear Endorsement, May 8, 1973 Agreement, Stabikising Influence. The Mischief of Maker,Support to Liberation. Prasar Bharati Archives has the copyright in all matters published in this
“AKASHVANI” and other AIR journals. For reproduction previous permission is essential.
Recommends restaurants, accommodations, attractions, and entertainment; and provides information on transportation and planning itineraries.
The miracle, where a stream of "Vibhūtī" emerged continuously from Shree Swāmi Samarth’s photograph, took place during the period, 1 st July to 18th July (Aashadh Shukla Ekadashi to Aashadh Krushna
Dwādashi), prior to this particular miracle many other miracles had taken place in my life. Almost one hundred thousand people visited our house to witness the ‘Vibhūtī Miracle’. Many requested me
lovingly to write a small book about this incidence. In fact, it was Swāmi’s will and command, that I write a book on Vibhūtī Sākshātkār. Keeping all this in mind, I wrote this book. I have stated THRUTH
and only but the THRUTH in this book. It was a humble attempt but in reality, the word ‘Attempt’ is also wrong, because I physically wrote or described the incident but in actuality it was the Great
Saint of ‘Akkalkot’, who dictated it to me.
Unique World Records 2017
Divine Glory of the Lord “SHREE SWAMI SAMARTHA”
।। Shree Swami Vibhuti Sakshatkar ।।
AKASHVANI
Maharashtra State Gazetteers: Akola district
।। Eminence of Lord Shreepad ShreeVallabh ।। English
DISCLAIMER : "Unique World Records" exists for a noble cause. The content published here is for reaching out to Potential people for encouraging them to display their hidden talent globally. The
information provided is unique by our best efforts and may resemble to certain entities due to similar nature of Record Breaking. By visiting this site, you acknowledge and are bound to agree that your
use of this Site and the Services found at this Site, including any content, will comply with this Agreement that any action relating to or arising out of this Agreement shall be subject to Bathinda
Jurisdiction and you hereby consent to (and waive all defences of lack of personal jurisdiction and forum non convenience with respect to) Bathinda jurisdiction. Unique World Records is not obligated to
designate world record status to any submission as the decision is based on their belief in supporting evidence and /or relevance of their claim. Unique World Records policy try to find records that are
reproducible, breakable and based on skill. Freak, strange and unusual anomalies are not world records. Stunts involving luck or uncontrolled danger should not be submitted.
Shri Mataji's words of advice, guidance and wisdom given between 1999 and 2001 in the rural setting of Canajoharie USA, a land of refuge and retreat, an immortal portal of joy, vibrations and peace. It
is, Shri Mataji told us, "such a far-fetched place, away from the madding crowd. It is such a beautiful place, which has vibrations."
Swami Samarth, also known as Swami of Akkalkot was an Indian spiritual master of the Dattatreya sect. He is a widely known spiritual figure in various Indian states including Maharashtra, Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh. He lived during the nineteenth century. Swami Samarth traveled all across the Indian subcontinent and eventually set his abode at Akkalkot, a village in present-day Maharashtra. He is
thought to have initially arrived at Akkalkot on a Wednesday, during either September or October in 1856 CE. He resided at Akkalkot for close to 22 years. His parentage and origins remain obscure. Some
other Indian saints and spiritual figures including Sai Baba of Shirdi and Gajanan Maharaj of Shegaon also have similarly unknown origins. According to legend, once when a disciple asked Swami a question
of his birth, Swami responded that he had originated from a banyan tree (vata-vriksha in Marathi). On another occasion, Swami had said that his earlier name was Nrusimha Bhan. Swami Samarth is widely
considered to be the fourth (third in physical form) incarnation of Dattatreya, an Indian monk, mystic and Hindu deity. He is also believed to be a reincarnation of Narasimha Saraswati, another earlier
spiritual master of the Dattatreya sect. According to Swami Samarth himself, he had originally appeared in the Kardali forests near Srisailam, a Hindu holy town in present-day Andhra Pradesh. He might
have moved through China, Tibet and Nepal during his travels across the Himalayas and its adjacent regions. He is also believed to have visited various Indian regions such as Puri, Varanasi (also Kashi),
Haridwar, Girnar, Kathiawar and Rameswaram. He might have also briefly lived at Mangalvedha, a town near Pandharpur in present-day Solapur district, Maharashtra. He finally settled at Akkalkot. Swami
Samarth is also believed to have visited Maniknagar to meet Manik Prabhu, an Indian saint and mystic considered to be another incarnation of Dattatreya. According to the Shree Manik Prabhu Charitra
(biography), Swami resided at Maniknagar for around six months. During this period, Manik Prabhu and Swami Samarth often sat under a cluster fig tree (Audumbar in Marathi) and had conversations on
profound spirituality. It is claimed that Swami Samarth regarded Manik Prabhu as a brother. Swami Samarth arrived at Akkalkot in 1856 CE on receiving an invitation from Chintopant Tol and then stayed on
the outskirts of the town for about 22 years. He usually lived at the residence of his disciple Cholappa, where his shrine is presently located.
Souvenir Issue : 4th Northeast Regional Youth Conference, Silver Spring, Maryland, 24 June 1989
Hindu Gods in an American Landscape
Maharashtra State Gazetteers: Akola
The Light Of Love
The Printed Image and Political Struggle in India
Ga?e?apur??a

Well over a million people of Sri Lankan origin live outside South Asia. The Encyclopedia of the Sri Lanka Diaspora is the first comprehensive study of the lives, culture, beliefs and attitudes of immigrants and refugees from this island. The volume is a joint publication between the
Institute of South Asian Studies, NUS, and Editions Didier Millet. It focuses on the relationship between culture and economy in the Sri Lanka diaspora in the context of globalisation, increased transnational culture flows and new communication technologies. In addition to the
geographic mapping of the Sri Lanka diaspora in the various continents, thematic chapters include topics on “long distance nationalism”, citizenship, Sinhala, Tamil and Burgher disapora identities, religion and the spread of Buddhism, as well as the Sri Lankan cultural impact on
other nations.
The bold, bright colors of India leap off the page in this picture book retelling of how Ganesha helped write the epic Hindu poem, the Mahabharata. Ganesha is just like any other kid, except that he has the head of an elephant and rides around on a magical mouse. And he loves
sweets, but when Ganesha insists on biting into a super jumbo jawbreaker laddoo, his tusk breaks off! With the help of the wise poet Vyasa, and his friend Mr. Mouse, Ganesha learns that what seems broken can be quite useful after all. With vibrant, graphic illustrations, expressive
characters, and offbeat humor, this is a wonderfully inventive rendition of a classic tale. Praise for Ganesha’s Sweet Tooth “Pink elephants haven’t looked this good since Dumbo.” —The New York Times “Beautifully presented. . . . So sweet we almost want to pop it in our mouths.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Stylish. . . . A fresh and comedic introduction to a Hindu legend, with a winning combination of both eye candy and actual candy.” —Publishers Weekly “Bright, elaborately detailed illustrations. . . . Grade-schoolers. . . . will enjoy the story’s turnarounds and
focus on luscious sweets, and many will be ready for the classic Hindu myth.” —Booklist
In India, Hindu images have been cast for millennia through the lost wax process and brought to life by priests, becoming not merely venerated icons but actual embodiments of gods. Second and third generation Hindu Americans have increasingly adopted a more worldly
perspective toward religious objects, viewing them as symbolic rather than actual presences of the deity. The author traces the origins of this important shift, and examines Western attitudes regarding sacred objects, as well as the complex layering of traditional and modern Hindu
attitudes in a globalized world.
Forts and Palaces of the Western Himalaya
Removing the Obstacles
Canajoharie: Away from the Madding Crowd
Om Namaste Ganapataye – a detailed translation of the Ganesha Atharva Sheersha
Thai Ceramic Art
Shree Swami Samartha Mahatmya - English Edition
All that we are and all that we have is a gift – our life, this world, our Self-realization, Sahaja Yoga. "It is free," Shri Mataji says. "It is a gift because it has to happen. It is all promised." In this magazine, Shri Mataji tells us about the many gifts she has brought us. She also tells us
how to turn around, how to be one with the Divine and the power of the bandhan.
Lonely Planet's Goa & Mumbai is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Laze in your beachfront hammock at Palolem Beach, poke about in book shops in Panaji, and explore Victorian architecture
in Mumbai- all with your trusted travel companion
Sripada Srivallabha (Telugu: ??????? ?????????) was an Indian guru of Dattatreya tradition (sampradaya) who is regarded as an incarnation of Lord Dattatreya. He is considered one of the first complete Avatars (incarnations) of the deity Dattatreya in Kali Yuga. Of note,
Narasimha Saraswati, Manik Prabhu and Swami Samarth are other incarnations of Lord Dattatreya that followed Sripada Srivallabha. Sripada Srivallabha was born and lived in Pithapuram, a town in present-day Andhra Pradesh in India. The grandparents of Sreepada
Sreevallabha belonged to the Malayadri village of Guntur District in the Palnadu area of Andhra Pradesh state in India. Malladi Bapanna Avadhanulu of Harithasa gothra is the maternal grandfather of Sripada. His wife Rajamamba also belonged to a scholar’s family. Her
brother was Malladi Sridhara avadhanlu belonged to the same place. Once the two scholars went to ‘Ainavilli’ a remote area in Godavari mandal, and there they conducted a yagna where they actually made Lord Ganapati appear during the time of Poornahuti, which was
witnessed by all the people who attended the ‘yagna’. Lord Ganapati had received the Poornahuti with his trunk and to the astonishment of all the people, disclosed that he will take birth as Sripada Srivallabha on Ganesh Chaturdhi. Later both the scholars went to Pithapuram
village and settled there. Sripada Srivallabha took sanyas at the age of 16 years, and lived in his physical form only untill the age of 30. Some of the noted holy places that Sripada Srivallabha visited during his life time are -Varanasi (Kashi), Badarikashram, Gokarna, Srisailam
and Kuravapura. Shripad Vallabha stayed in Kurupuram much of his life. The religious significance of Kurupuram is duly mentioned in the book Shri Guru Charitra and other holy books associated with Shri Dattatreya. Shripad Vallabha did many leelas here. It is believed that the
Avatar Sripada Srivallabha is 'Chiranjeevi' (immortal) and that he took 'Jalsamadhi' in Kuravapura or Kurugaddi, a river island on river Krishna near Raichur, Karnataka. He disappeared since then as a human but still exists in 'Tejorup' (in Pure energy form). On the opposite
bank of the River is Vallabhapuram belonging to Telangana state which is also sacred.
Large Print (Hindi): Large Print
Debates; Official Report
A Travel Survival Kit
The Indian Film Directory
Jnaneshvari
Image of Woman in the Indo-Anglian Novel
This book offers a translation of the seven thousand verses of the second book of the medieval Hindu text, the Ganesa Purana, one of two Puranas dedicated to the important elephant-headed god. In this book the reader is given many narratives about Ganesas ascent to
earth in order to kill demonic figures who threaten to overthrow the correct world order. In addition, these narratives contain myths about Ganesa's birth and family as well as some extended and quite humorous myths about ideal devotees of the god.The translation is
preceded by a long introduction offering a geographical and historical context for the GanesaPurana. Following the translation are very extensive notes which bring our points of philological interest, but focus mainly on the literary structure of the text and the methods
used to present the many myths and narratives in a coherent and fully integrated manner.
Lord Ganesha is the Favourite Deity of not only the Hindus but also of most people following other religious faiths. He is not only popular in India but also across the globe. The innumerable temples built for this Deity in every village , every town, every city, every state
and every country all over the world is a testimony to the growing faith on this Lord amongst people. It’s the traditional faith among the Hindu Community that Lord Ganesha also known as Vinayaka, Ganapati, Vighneshwara etc annihilates any and every obstacle and
impediment that may block the path to success in One’s endeavour. Hence it’s common that Vinayaka is propitiated at the beginning of any Initiative, any auspicious Function or ceremony. Unlike other Deities of Hindu Faith, many aspects of Lord Ganapati including His
physical appearance kindles intrigue in everyone. He has an abnormally huge human body but from head to neck he resembles an elephant. There are eighteen Mahapuranas and many Upa Puranas and Ganesha Purana is one among them.
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This book covers the latest technological advances in neuro-computational intelligence in biological processes where the primary focus is on biologically inspired neuro-computational techniques. The theoretical and practical aspects of biomedical neural computing, braininspired computing, bio-computational models, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) approaches in biomedical data analytics are covered along with their qualitative and quantitative features. The contents cover numerous computational applications,
methodologies and emerging challenges in the field of bio-soft computing and bio-signal processing. The authors have taken meticulous care in describing the fundamental concepts, identifying the research gap and highlighting the problems with the strategical
computational approaches to address the ongoing challenges in bio-inspired models and algorithms. Given the range of topics covered, this book can be a valuable resource for students, researchers as well as practitioners interested in the rapidly evolving field of
neurocomputing and biomedical data analytics.
Unique World Records 2017 Digital Edition
Holy Ashes Miracle
All India Film Diary
Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Hindi Information on Cinema & Video Industry
The Three Religions
Chris Pinney demonstrates how printed images were pivotal to India's struggle for national and religious independence. He also provides a history of printing in India.
Studies of an Asian God
Unique World Records 2016
Lok Sabha Debates
?? Shreepad ShreeVallabh Mahatmya ?? English
India
Mahanayak Uttam Kumar Cultural Guide
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